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Distributed Adaptive Dual Control via Consensus
Algorithm in the Energy Internet

Ning Zhang, Qiuye Sun, Senior Member, IEEE, Jiawei Wang, Lingxiao Yang

Abstract—This paper investigates a distributed adaptive dual
control (DADC) that employs both consensus algorithm and
improved equal incremental principle (IEIP), to guarantee the
security operation while reducing the energy consumption of the
Energy Internet (EI). Since the security operation is a critical
factor of the EI with the energy hub (EH), it is necessary for
the EI to adjust the outputs of EHs and the system parameters
which have a great influence on the performance. The consensus-
based control of the EI can resolve the energy-coupling issue and
accurately share the electricity and heat loads power without
requiring the information of the network parameters which is
hard to know. Meanwhile, the variations of system parameters
caused by the droop action greatly impact the security operation
of the EI. It can be adaptively recovered by executing the
proposed control strategy. Furthermore, in order to reduce the
energy consumption, the equipment in hubs should also be
managed in view of the features of EH. The minimal loss of the
energy can be achieved by utilizing the control of devices via the
IEIP by considering the coupling characteristics of devices. The
performance of the proposed method is demonstrated through
numerical case studies.

Index Terms—Energy Internet; energy hub; distributed adap-
tive dual control; security operation; energy consumption; system
parameters restoration.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the growing environmental concerns, shortage of
fossil fuels and rapid advances of renewable energy

technology, the energy structures that multiple energy carriers
are integrated like “EI” [1]-[2] were obtained momentum in
studies. The EI which involves various energy forms serves
the end-users through interactions and links among different
sides of energy systems [3]. In this context, the model and the
operation of the EI was studied by numerous researches.

Since a variety of energy convertors are involved in the
EI, different energy can convert to each other and EI is more
flexible than other energy networks. In this way, energy is
coupled in the EI. However, there are many possible outcomes
for a situation and the changes of one kind of energy may
cause changes of others in the EI due to the energy-coupling.
The operation of EI is more complex than other networks
because of such features. The concept of EH which was
introduced in the “Vision of Future Energy Networks” project
as a pivotal role in the EI can better express the energy
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coupling relationship [4]. How to decide the operation of EHs
in EI is the key point to solve the energy-coupling issue. For
better description and adjustment of the system, the modeling
of the EI was studied by several researches. Reference [5]
introduced an EH model for the EI considering the energy
losses, operation efficiencies and limitation. An EH can be
considered as a basic unit of the EI which provides the
features such as conversion, transformation and storage for
different kinds of energy carriers. Generally an EH contains a
variety of devices like the transformer, the combined heat and
power (CHP) and the boiler in order to satisfy the demands.
Reference [6] developed the entire potential interconnections
between devices of the hub. The converters and storages were
simultaneously modeled in [7] and detailed assessments for
the advantage of storages in the EI were also surveyed. In
addition to the EH model with common equipment and energy
forms, various EH models were investigated by some papers.
Reference [8] developed an EI at urban level based on the
EH model. A model which considers the electric vehicle as
important storages was introduced in [9]. Along with the
emphasis on clean energy, the usage of hydrogen in the EI
was introduced in [10]-[13]. The EH utilizing hydrogen was
first surveyed in [10]. References [11] and [12] developed
the model of EH that involves the storage of hydrogen. The
utilization of the nuclear energy was also studied in [12].
Reference [13] proposed an EH model which was made up
of the combined cycle power plant.

Besides the studies on the modeling, a considerable amount
of papers paid attention to the optimal operation of the
EI. As an important issue, multiple aspects of the problem
were studied. Several investigations focused on the impact of
different kinds of energy markets on the scheduling of the EI.
The interaction between EHs in the EI was formulated as a
noncooperative game in [14]. Compared with [14], references
[15]-[16] varied the game player from only the EH to both
the energy company and the hub. Reference [17] investigated a
low-carbon operation scheme of EHs under the carbon pricing
approach which was proposed in the paper. The uncertainties
in the EI were also addressed in some papers. By utilizing the
proposed method, the uncertainties of electricity prices and
wind power generation were solved in [18]. The uncertainty
of demand also surveyed in [19]-[20] compared with [18].
An affine arithmetic-based methodology was proposed in
[21] to resolve the influence of data uncertainty. Reference
[22] simultaneously modeled the uncertainties of load, price
and renewable energy by the hybrid scenario-based/ interval/
information gap decision theory method.

As an important part of the EI, the power system has
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TABLE I
THE COMPARISON OF RELEVANT WORKS PROPOSED IN THE LITERATURE AND THE METHOD PROPOSED IN THIS PAPER

Reference Method Energy type Optimal operation Power sharing Parameter restorations
[17] Bisection-based heuristic method Multi-energy X - -

[23][24] Droop control Electricity - X -
[25][27] Consensus-based droop control Electricity - X X

[29] Multi-energy droop control Multi-energy X X -
Proposed Multi-energy consensus control/IEIP Multi-energy X X X

integrated distributed generation (DG) units. The droop control
method which mimics the behavior of a synchronous generator
was widely adopted in [23]-[24]. The droop control method
that does not rely on external communication links enables
“plug-and-play” of DG units. However, in practical situations,
the droop control typically results in poor reactive power
sharing due to the mismatched line impedances and causes
the deviations of parameters like frequency and voltage. In
this context, the consensus algorithm based on multi-agent
control theory was utilized to resolve the problem. Reference
[25] studied the consensus-based droop control for the active
power sharing. The consensus-based reactive power sharing
control strategy was presented in [26] by using a distributed
adaptive virtual impedance control. References [27]-[28] real-
ized accurate power sharing and restorations for both voltage
and frequency by using distributed secondary voltage and
frequency control. However, the methods in [23]-[28] focus
on the electricity only and applications to EI is ignored. The
study on EI is important for including multiple kinds of energy
and their couplings.

Most of studies of the EI dealt with the modeling and
optimal scheduling. However, the control and security oper-
ation of the EI was considered by few researches which is
the most essential and important requirement. Reference [29]
presented a control strategy that can proportionally allocate
the EH outputs to avoid overload. But the knowledge of
the network parameters like line resistances, which is hard
to obtain, is necessary for the method to realize the power
sharing. Moreover, the system parameters of the EI will be
deviated from nominal values after the proportional allocation,
and the performance of the EI is highly influenced by the
deviation which may even cause the instability of the EI. Table
I summarizes taxonomy of proposed methodologies. In this
paper, the contribution can be expressed as follows:
1) A DADC that employs both consensus algorithm and IEIP

is proposed to guarantee the security operation of the EI
while minimizing the energy consumption.

2) The control method of the EI based on the consensus
algorithm and characteristics of the EI is presented. The
control approach can solve the energy-coupling issue and
proportionally allocate the outputs of EH without requiring
the information of the network parameters that is difficult
to know.

3) The system parameters restoration in view of a dynamic
adaptive consensus control is presented to adjust the param-
eters of EI, which will be deviated from the nominal values
due to the droop action and highly impact the security
operation and performance of the EI.

4) To appropriately regulate the constituent equipment of EH
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Fig. 1. Architecture of multi-agent system

and reduce the energy consumption, the control of devices
based on the IEIP is proposed with the consideration of the
coupling characteristics of the devices.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the
architecture of multi-agent system for the EI and proposes the
DADC which realizes the power sharing and the parameter
recovery. Section III introduces illustrative cases to describe
the DADC applied to a simulated EI. In Section IV, the
conclusion of the paper is provided.

II. THE DISTRIBUTED ADAPTIVE DUAL CONTROL FOR
THE INTEGRATED ENERGY SYSTEM

A. Architecture of the Proposed Control Based on the Multi-
agent System

To avoid overload problem and guarantee the security op-
eration for the EI, the load power should be shared accurately
and the system parameters of the EI should also be restored
when the deviation occurs. To solve the issues, the DCDA
is presented. In this paper, the controller structure utilized
in the EI is designed on the basis of a multi-agent system
[30]-[32]. Fig. 1 shows the architecture of the multi-agent
system. The supply side and each EH are controlled by
different agents which avail of the cooperative, intelligent,
and adaptive features of the multi-agent system. Each agent
has its own functions and goals. Based on the functions and
goals, there are two agents designed for the proposed controller
and another two normal agents in the multi-agent system. The
agents designed for the controller include the energy supply
agent (ESA) and the EH agent (EHA). Another two necessary
agents are the directory facilitator agent (DFA) and the agent
management service agent (AMSA) [30]. Moreover, the EI
also installs the fault isolation device (FID) and the intelligent
fault management (IFM) which are not argued in this paper.
The agents are described as follows:

1) Energy Supply Agent: The ESA is mainly utilized to
dispose the information from EHAs and calculate the power
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flow between EH and energy supply side in this paper. In the
multi-agent system of the EI, the ESA is an agent to ensure
the energy supply for the EHs.

2) Energy Hub Agent: The EHA is used to achieve the dis-
tributed coordinated control among different EHs. Meanwhile,
the control objectives of each EH are realized by the agent.
Since the EH is the basic unit of the EI, the EH controlled by
the agent plays a decisive role in the EI operation.

3) Agent Management Service Agent: The function of the
AMSA is like a white page, which can maintain the directory
of the agents in the EI.

4) Directory Facilitator Agent: The function of the DFA is
like a yellow page, which can maintain the directory of the
agents and the services they can offer to other agents.

B. The Control of Outputs Based on Consensus Algorithm

Since the proportional power sharing and the restoration of
EI parameters cannot be reached spontaneously, it is necessary
to propose a control strategy for the outputs of EH. The
model of the EI in this paper is a classical model. All system
parameters like pressure, frequency are important and common
parameters in theory [33] and practice. As the basic energy
unit in the EI, EH can receive multiple energy carriers and
have the ability to convert and deliver energy. The EH model
made of the transformer, the boiler, the CHP and the furnace
is shown in Fig. 2 [5][29]. In the EH model, the transformer is
the power delivery device for electricity. The CHP, the boiler
and the furnace are the energy conversion devices which can
realize the conversion between different energies. Based on the
characteristics of the district heating sub-network, a control
strategy for heat output is proposed and can be expressed as
follows:

L2
h = L2

hN + kp (pN − p) , (1)

where Lh and LhN are heat output power and nominal heat
output power of EH, respectively. The adjustment coefficient
for heat output is denoted by kp . The outlet pressure and
nominal outlet pressure of EH are represented by p and pN ,
respectively. Moreover, the adjustment coefficient kp for each
EH has the relationship to share the power proportionally:

L2
hN1
kp1

=
L2
hN2
kp2

= · · · =
L2
hNn

kpn
. (2)

As shown in (1), the control method is a flow control
which can improve the respond speed of the system. But
the presented strategy can not reach the proportional power
sharing since the resistance of transmission pipeline for each
EH is different. Furthermore, the pressure of the network
is deviated which will badly impact the performance of the
system by using the strategy.

An adaptive power control based on consensus is designed
to achieve accurate power sharing. The heat output power
L2
h

is utilized to construct the first-order and linear multi-
agent system dynamic, and to design corresponding consensus
control protocol. Let L2

h
= H. The first-order and linear multi-

agent system dynamic can be expressed as:
ÛHi

kpi
= uHi . (3)

Electricity

 gas

Furnace

CHP

Electricity load

Heat load

Transformer

Boiler

Fig. 2. EH with electricity, natural gas, and heat systems.

In view of the consensus control, the uHi as the mismatch
of the heat power is chosen, according to the information of
neighbors for each EH and its own information. The auxiliary
control uHi can be written as:

uHi= − RHqHi, (4)

in which the coupling gain of heat power is denoted by RH

and the local neighbor heat power sharing error is represented
by qHi . To proportionally allocate the output of energy, the
consensus protocol based on (2) should be designed that Hi

kpi

of each EH should be equal. Namely, the heat power sharing
error qHi can be formulated as:

qHi =

n∑
j=1, j,i

ai j

(
Hi

kpi
−

Hj

kpj

)
, (5)

in which the elements in the adjacency matrix are described
by ai j , and the connected situation variation of EH agents can
be reflected by the elements. Then the entire system can be
expressed as:

ÛH

kp
= uH (6)

uH= −RHqH (7)

qH =D
H

kp
, (8)

in which the global variables are described as
ÛH

kp
=

[
ÛH1

kp1
, . . . ,

ÛHn

kpn

]T
, H

kp
=

[
H1
kp1
, . . . , Hn

kpn

]T
,

qH = [qH1, . . . , qHn]
T and uH = [uH1, . . . , uHn]

T .
Then the mismatch need to feed to a proportional integral

(PI) controller Di (s) and a correction term δHi is generated
by the PI controller. The correction term δHi which is utilized
to update the constant term in (1) can be expressed as :

δHi = Di (s) uHi (9)

To restore the pressure deviation introduced by the tradi-
tional control method, the dynamic consensus-based pressure
control is utilized. The control method can compensate the
estimated pressure which is the evaluated value during the
consensus control. Since the pipeline resistance of each EH
is different, the hub outlet pressure cannot be controlled at an
identical value. On the other hand, the outlet pressures for all
EHs should be controlled within an acceptable range of the
rated pressure. The consensus protocol of the proposed control
is presented as:

p̄i (t) = pi (t) + Rp

∫ n∑
j=1, j,i

ai j
(
p̄j (t) − p̄i (t)

)
dt, (10)
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where p̄i and pi are the estimate pressure and outlet pressure
of ith EH, respectively. Rp is the coupling gain.

Then the estimated pressure p̄i is in comparison with
the reference pressure of district heat network. The pressure
mismatch is expressed as:

upi = pre f − p̄i, (11)

where upi is the pressure mismatch between estimated pressure
and reference pressure. The reference pressure is denoted by
pre f . To generate the pressure correction term δpi ,the pressure
mismatch upi is fed to a PI controller Gi . The correction term
δpi is shown as:

δpi = Gi (s) upi . (12)

In order to restore the estimated pressure to the reference
pressure of the heating system, the local pressure set point
need to be updated by utilizing the pressure correction term
δpi obtained from the pressure controller.

Similar to the control for heat output which is shown in
(1), a control method based on the droop characteristics in the
modern power systems and the features of hub is investigated
to decide the electricity output of hub. The control method can
be denoted as:

Le = LeN + kq ( fN − f ) , (13)

where the electricity output power and nominal electricity
output power of EH are represented by Le and LeN , respec-
tively. kq is the adjustment coefficient for electricity output.
The measured frequency and nominal frequency of electricity
network are denoted by f and fN , respectively. With the
existing low-pass filter, the control method for ith EH can
be deduced for:

τi ÛLei = −Lei + LeiN − kq ( fN − f ) , (14)

where the time constant of the low-pass filter is denoted by
τi . Just like (2), the adjustment coefficient kq for each EH has
the relationship to share the power proportionally:

LeN1
kq1

=
LeN2
kq2

= · · · =
LeNn

kqn
. (15)

The electricity loads power can be shared by EHs that utilize
the control method shown in (1) in view of the characteristic of
the frequency in electricity network. However, the frequency
of the network will be deviated during the controller opera-
tion. Since the grid is sensitive to changes in frequency, the
frequency deviation may cause great influence on the security
operation of electricity network.

For purpose of compensating the frequency deviation,
the dynamic consensus-based frequency control is proposed.
Combing with (14) and the frequency control, the control of
electricity output for EH can be expressed as:

τi ÛLei = −Lei + LeN − kq ( fN − f )+uLei , (16)

where uLei is the input for the electricity output control. To
realize the the purpose of frequency control, the dynamic
consensus-based controller is shown as:

λ fi Ûu fi = −αie fi − βi

n∑
j=1, j,i

ai j

(
Lei

LeiN
−

Lej

LejN

)
, (17)

e fi =

n∑
j=1, j,i

ai j
(
fi − fj

)
+ gf i

(
fi − fre f

)
, (18)

in which λ fi , αi and βi are all the proportional gain in the
proposed controller. The mismatch of local frequency tracking
for adjacent nodes is represented by e fi . The gain for virtual
leader frequency is denoted by gf i .

According to (17) and (18), the controller can be divided
into two parts: The first part is to track the frequency
mismatches between ith EH and adjacent nodes meanwhile
to follow the frequency of the virtual leader. By tracking
the frequency mismatches, EHs can spontaneously adjust the
outputs until reach the same frequency to make the system
stability. Moreover, a virtual leader is built and the frequency
of the leader always keep at the reference value. The leader is
followed by every hub in order to make the frequency back to
the reference frequency fre f . The first part of the controller can
ensure the security operation and restore the deviation of the
frequency. However, the output of EH cannot be proportionally
allocated by only using the first part of the controller, since the
u f for hubs converges to different value. Therefore, the second
part of the controller is proposed to achieve the proportional
allocation of the EH output as shown in (17). The electricity
loads will be proportionally shared if Lei/LeiN = Lej/LejN .
For each EH, the derivative of u fi trending to 0 means that
the u fi converges to value that makes the frequency back to
reference value and the loads proportionally shared.

The stability of the proposed method can be proofed by
utilizing the Lyapunov stability theory and the Laplace trans-
formation [34]. For the length of the paper, the proof process
is not described in detail temporarily.

In this context, the control of EH outputs based on consen-
sus algorithm can proportionally allocate the outputs of EH
without requiring the information of the network parameters.
Meanwhile, the system parameters which will be deviated
from the nominal values due to the droop action can also be
restored by utilizing the control method.

C. The Control of Devices Based on Improved Equal Incre-
ment Principle

The electricity and heat outputs can be determined by utiliz-
ing the proposed control method. Nevertheless, only be aware
of the outputs unable to decide the operating of EH because
of the complex coupling of internal equipment. Actually, most
objectives of the EH are achieved by adjusting the constituent
devices of hub. Since a crucial role of hub is to reduce the
energy cost, it is necessary to investigate a control method for
devices to decrease the energy consumption.

The equal incremental principle is a classic method which
is widely applied in the engineering practices [35]-[36]. Based
on the characteristics of the devices in the EH, the principle in
improved in this paper to solve the optimal operation of hub
if the output is decided. The IEIP is shown as:

σz,r = σ
∗
z , Qmin

r < Qr < Qmax
r

σz,r ≤ σ
∗
z , Qr = Qmax

r

σz,r ≥ σ
∗
z , Qr = Qmin

r

, (19)
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Fig. 3. The complete running process of the EI utilized the DADC.

where Q is the input of inner device. z represents various
energies and ∀z ∈ e, h. σ∗ is the standard incremental ratio of
cost, and σr is the incremental ratio of cost for device r .

Generally, there are multiple converters in EH model. As
shown in Fig. 2, the converters can be divided into two cate-
gories: the converter only outputs one kind of energy (COE)
and the converter outputs multiple kind of energies (CME).
Different COEs have different consumption. Nevertheless, the
fuel cost usually can be expressed by a quadratic form [37].
The consumption function of COE is denoted as:

Qb (Lb) = εbL2
b + µbLb + γ, (20)

where ε, µ and γ are the cost parameters of the COE. Qb and
Lb state the corresponding input and output of COE b. The
incremental ratio of COE can be shown as:

σb =
dQb (Lb)

dLb
, (21)

The cost function of CMEs for electricity and heat genera-
tion like CHP can be denoted as:

Qv

(
Le,v, Lh,v

)
= ᾱvL2

e,v + β̄Le,v + τ̄L2
h,v
+ε̄Lh,v+λ̄Le,vLh,v+γ̄,

(22)
in which

[
ᾱ, β̄ . . . , γ̄

]
stands for the cost parameters for CME.

The index for CME is represented by v.
The incremental ratio of fuel consumption function for CME

is described as:

σz,v =
∂Qv

(
Le,v, Lh,v

)
∂Lz,v

. (23)

The entire incremental ratios of component elements in EH
are decided by (21) and (23). Hence, the elements outputs

can be controlled based on the IEIP. Furthermore, each device
input can be obtained according to (20) and (22). As shown
in Fig. 2, the inputs of EH are equal to the total inputs of the
inner devices. Likewise, the outputs of energy share the same
feature.

As denoted in (19)-(23), the control approach in terms of
the IEIP of EI can determine the operation of the devices in
EH.

The DADC can be realized by combining the consensus-
based outputs control and the control of devices based on
IEIP. In this regard, the complete running process of the EI
utilized the DADC is described by Fig. 3. The EHs obtain
the energies from supply side and satisfy the demand side.
When loads vary, system parameters of the EI like pressure
and frequency will be changed in view of the features of the
EI. The contents of communication between each EH agent
also contain the necessary information for the EH control.
As shown in Fig. 3, the energy supplied by EH needs to go
through the corresponding network to satisfy the load. And
the parameters of the network lines will influence the results
of system operation. The EH controlled by DADC only needs
to detect the variations of the parameters and the information
of neighbors without the information of the line resistances,
which is hard to obtain. Fig. 3 also shows three parts of the EI:
energy supply, energy conversion and delivery, energy demand.
The energy supply side in Fig 3 stands for all kinds of power
sources and gas sources. The EH in the paper is considered
as a unit for energy conversion. The part of energy generation
is transferred to the energy supply side.

In the EI, different energy networks in the EI are coupled
by the conversion devices and the energy transmission of each
energy network is independent because of the particularity
of different network lines. Each energy network has its own
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characteristics. The power system needs rapid response to
ensure the stability. Since some equipment in EH respond
slowly, EH will immediately obtain the energy from energy
sources like the DG and battery to satisfy the load changes by
the control of outputs, so that EH can complete the response in
milliseconds and ensure the security operation of the system.
At this point, other equipment start to be adjusted based on the
control of devices. The inputs of EH will also be regulated.
The operation of EH can meet the requirements of internal
control and the demand of electricity and heat. In this way,
the changes of power load and thermal load will not affect
each other and avoid the instability of the system. The energy-
coupling is reflected in the internal and input terminals of EH.

In this paper, security operation is to achieve power sharing
and restore the parameters. As shown in the introduction, the
proportional sharing of load supply and the restorations of pa-
rameters like frequency and voltage were realized by utilizing
consensus algorithms in electrical power systems in references
[25]-[28] for security operation. However, the methods in the
references cannot be used in the EI because the characters of
other kinds of energies are different from electricity and the en-
ergy is coupled due to the energy conversion. Compared with
these methods, the DADC can realize the proportional sharing
of load supply of EI and reduce the energy consumption based
on the EH and the different characters of different kinds of
energies. Reference [29] proposed a control method that can
proportionally share the loads of EI to avoid overload. But the
knowledge of the network parameters like line resistances is
necessary in reference [29] to realize the power sharing. The
deviations of system parameters of the EI will also occur after
the proportional allocation due to the droop action. And the
deviations will highly influence the performance of the EI. In
this paper, the proposed DADC can proportionally allocate the
outputs of EH without requiring the information of the network
parameters and adjust the system parameters of EI. All EHs
will not overload or work in extreme cases so that some
problems such as the overheating and excessive wear of EHs
can be avoided. Meanwhile, the parameters can be restored to
avoid the system instability caused by the deviations of the
system parameters. Based on the IEIP which can be proved
by Lagrange multiplier method, the issue of reducing energy
consumption is transferred to achieve the equal incremental
of each device. The constituent equipment of EH can also be
appropriately regulated and the energy cost can be reduced by
utilizing the IEIP-based inner devices control of DADC.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSES

The simulation model with three EHs is designed based on
a local energy system in an industry zone in Changsha, China.
Meanwhile, the model with communication links among EHs
is shown in Fig. 4. Each EH shares the same construction as
Fig. 2. In order to satisfy the requirement of component ele-
ments, all EHs are connected to gas and electricity networks.

The capacities and the coefficients of COEs like furnaces,
boilers are denoted in Table II. Table III describes the coeffi-
cients and the capacities of CHPs. The reference frequency is
50Hz and the reference pressure is 1.1MPa. The reactive power

Demand side

Pipe 1 Line 1

Hub 2

Line 3 Pipe 3

Hub 1 Hub 3

Line 2 Pipe 2

Electricity flow Natural gas flowThermal flow Information flow

Fig. 4. EHs supply energy to demand.

TABLE II
EFFICIENCY AND CAPACITY OF DEVICES

Hubs Devices ε µ γ Capacity(kW)
1 The gas furnace 0.00097 0.98615 23.38 640
1 The electric boiler 0.00096 0.98825 25.62 640
1 The transformer 0.00061 0.99662 30.13 2800
2 The gas furnace 0.00031 0.87824 22.63 320
2 The electric boiler 0.00025 0.90625 24.33 320
2 The transformer 0.00013 0.93125 28.35 1400
3 The gas furnace 0.00026 0.96922 30.51 160
3 The electric boiler 0.00028 0.95351 22.23 160
3 The transformer 0.00011 0.93652 21.63 700

and voltage are controlled in the cases by using the method in
reference [29] which provides a simple and intuitive tradeoff
between the conflicting goals of voltage regulation and reactive
power sharing. Due to the space limitation and the control of
voltage and reactive power is not the focus of this paper, the
performances of voltage regulation and reactive power sharing
will not described in detail.

The DADC realizes power sharing and parameter restoration
through real-time response to load changes. So the change
trends of load are not necessary for the DADC. The DADC
can handle the change of loads, even the extreme fluctuations
of the load can still be handled as shown in Fig. 9. The loads
data is synthetic to show the performance of the DADC in
many situations such as decrease and increase of loads, the
extreme fluctuations of the load and so on.

All cases share the same loads before the 300s. There are
3300kW electricity loads and 1600kW thermal loads inte-
grated into the energy system. The consequence data before
the 300s is represented in Table IV. The consequence data after
the 300s is presented in Table V.

A. Case 1

In this case, the performance of the proposed DADC is
shown when the loads decrease. The electricity loads decrease
by 630kW and the thermal loads decrease by 280kW at 300s.

Tables IV and V show the energy cost of each EH. More
energy like gas and electricity are used by hub 1 to satisfy

TABLE III
CHP FUEL FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS AND CAPACITY

Hub ᾱ β̄ τ̄ ε̄ λ̄ γ̄
Capacity
(e/h)(kW)

1 0.00331 0.98022 0.00311 0.94215 0.00201 21.67 320/520
2 0.00213 0.89365 0.00196 0.79631 0.00184 21.13 160/260
3 0.00221 0.92151 0.00180 0.76286 0.00188 19.82 80/130
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TABLE IV
OPERATION OF HUBS BEFORE THE 300TH SECOND

Hub output(e) output(h) input(e) input(g) loss(e) loss(g)
(kW) (kW) (kW) (kW) (kW) (kW)

1 1861 897 3753.34 1247.17 1745.73 496.74
2 929 445 1168.11 320.12 84.11 30.14
3 463 224 590.65 174.11 36.19 41.55

TABLE V
OPERATION OF HUBS AFTER THE 300TH SECOND

Case/ output(e) output(h) input(e) input(g) loss(e) loss(g)
Hub (kW) (kW) (kW) (kW) (kW) (kW)
1/1 1541 764 2891.52 993.57 1219.97 360.18
1/2 769 386 963.49 283.33 62.94 28.84
1/3 383 189 495.35 152.01 33.89 41.46
2/1 2179 1096 4771.21 1590.24 2398.32 687.69
2/2 1092 548 1407.41 378.46 113.25 32.65
2/3 545 273 696.16 203.98 40.17 41.97

the loads since the inner devices of hub 1 need more fuel
to meet loads as described in Tables II and III. To prove
the proposed DADC based on IEIP could reduce energy
consumption, a method that proportionally dispatches inner
devices based on their capacities is presented to compare with
the proposed method. The outputs of EHs are decided by
the control of outputs based on consensus algorithm and the
energy consumptions of the two method are shown in Tables
VI and VII. The proposed method is denoted by A1 and the
comparative method is denoted by A2. The objective of the
proposed method is to reduce the total energy consumption
when the outputs are controlled based on consensus algorithm.
As shown in the two tables, single energy consumption of
A1 may be slightly higher than A2, but the overall energy
consumption of A1 is much lower than A2. Therefore, the
objective is achieved by utilizing the proposed method. For
other objectives such as carbon emissions, different energies
have different effects on the objective. After the corresponding
normalization, the DADC based on the IEIP proposed in this
paper can still be used to resolve the issue.

As depicted in Fig. 5 (a), the thermal and electricity loads
are proportionally shared by utilizing the proposed DADC.
The stabilization time for electricity outputs is just about
0.2s. However, the heat outputs need more than 150s to be
stabilized. This different indicates that the heat supply network
spend more time to achieve stabilized state than grid.

The variations of electricity and thermal loads induce the
variations of the frequency and the outlet pressure. Based on
the DADC, the frequency is restored to the reference value
after electricity loads change as shown in Fig.5 (b). Similarly,
the EHs can also restore the estimated outlet pressure to the

TABLE VI
OPERATION OF HUBS FOR DIFFERENT METHODS BEFORE THE

300TH SECOND

Hub input(e)(kW) input(g)(kW) loss(e)(kW) loss(g)(kW)
(A1/A2) (A1/A2) (A1/A2) (A1/A2)

1 3753.34/ 1247.17/ 1745.73/ 496.74/
767.81 11655.31 189.74 9475.12

2 1168.11/ 320.12/ 84.11/ 30.14/
324.19 2467.43 37.41 1380.28

3 590.65/ 174.11/ 36.19/ 41.55/
182.64 841.97 38.28 299.33

TABLE VII
OPERATION OF HUBS FOR DIFFERENT METHODS AFTER THE

300TH SECOND

Case/hub input(e)(kW) input(g)(kW) loss(e)(kW) loss(g)(kW)
(A1/A2) (A1/A2) (A1/A2) (A1/A2)

1/1 2891.52/ 993.57/ 1219.97/ 360.18/
644.72 8312.44 152.37 6499.85

1/2 963.49/ 283.33/ 62.94/ 28.84/
287.22 1837.18 38.47 930.84

1/3 495.35/ 152.01/ 33.89/ 41.46/
160.66 655.95 38.86 205.75

2/1 4771.21/ 1590.24/ 2398.32/ 687.69/
963.35 15575.53 257.04 13006.98

2/2 1407.41/ 378.46/ 113.25/ 32.65/
389.43 3218.22 36.28 1931.33

2/3 696.16/ 203.98/ 40.17/ 41.97/
213.59 1059.39 37.66 417.22
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Fig. 5. The simulation diagram of case 1.

reference pressure by using the proposed method as described
in Fig. 5 (c). It validates that the DADC can reach the control
objectives successfully without the information of lines.

B. Case 2

The effectiveness of DADC is tested under the situation
in which the two kinds of loads both increase. In this case,
electricity loads increase by 560kW and thermal loads increase
by 350kW.

As denoted in Fig. 6 (a), the thermal and electricity loads are
shared upon the corresponding capacity of EH. Other diagrams
in Fig. 6 express that the changing of parameters are negatively
correlated with the variations of EH outputs. Meanwhile, all
the parameters like frequency and pressure are restored to the
reference by utilizing the proposed method. Table IV describes
that both the loss of electricity and gas are increased with
loads growth. Since the cost of the component element can be
expressed by quadratic functions, it means more fuel is used
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Fig. 6. The simulation diagram of case 2.

to produce each unit of energy as the load increases. Namely,
the loss will also increase.

C. Case 3

A comparative simulation of the DADC with two other
methods, method 1 and method 2, is represented in case
3. Method 1 is the common approach that only considers
the economic benefit as reference [6] and [8]. Method 2 is
a control strategy investigated in reference [29] to realize
the proportional allocation of the EH outputs. In this case,
the frequency and pressure for each method are regulated to
have the same value for a clearer presentation of the param-
eters variation. The electricity loads change from 4100kW
to 5100kW and the thermal loads change from 2300kW to
3000kW.

The outputs of EHs with method 1, method 2 and DADC
are shown in Fig. 7 (a), (b) and (c), respectively. The variations
of frequency and pressure are denoted in Fig. 7 (d) and
(e), respectively. In Fig. 7(a), due to the low efficiencies of
equipment in hub 1, other hubs enter full-load working states
respectively before 300s by utilizing the method 1. So only
hub 1 can satisfy the variation of loads after 300s. In Fig.
7 (b), the electricity load power is accurately shared among
hubs by using the method 2 because of the characteristic
of the frequency. However, thermal load can not be shared
proportionally when the information of the lines is unknown.
Only the DADC can realize the proportional allocation of EH
outputs without requiring the knowledge of the line resistances
that is difficult to know. Moreover, the DADC can restore the
changing of frequency but neither method 1 nor method 2 can
realize as shown in Fig. 7 (d). Though the DADC can restore
the estimated outlet pressure to the reference pressure, the
practical outlet pressure can not be restored accurately owing
to the line resistances as shown in Fig. 7 (e). Nevertheless, the
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Fig. 7. The simulation diagram of case 3.

fluctuation of pressure with the DADC is much lower than the
fluctuation with other methods.

In case 3, the electricity and gas costs of the system
controlled by the method 1, method 2 and DADC are in total
about 13550.7kW, 14129.9kW and 14196.6kW, respectively.
The DADC costs more power than method 2 since method 2
does not consider the coupling characteristics of the devices
and misses part of the energy loss. Moreover, method 2 can
not achieve the proportional allocation of EHs.

In this context, the proposed DADC can share the loads
power accurately among hubs without knowing the infor-
mation of the resistances and has more benefits in security
operation than other methods. However, a part of economic
benefits is also sacrificed.

D. Case 4

The performance of the DADC impacted by faults on the
electrical system is shown in the case. A EH will ignore the
communication information of corresponding EHs when the
outputs of corresponding EHs decrease sharply in a short
time and its own output increases by utilizing the DADC.
The parameters in the case are the same as other cases. The
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Fig. 9. The simulation diagram of case 5.

power line of hub 3 is broken at 300s. As depicted in Fig.
8 (a), the electricity output of hub3 decreases to 0kW in a
short time since the power line of the EH is broken. The
electricity outputs of other two hubs increase and realize the
power sharing of loads. Since the DADC can avoid the impact
between electricity output and heat output of EH that may
cause severe fluctuation of system operation, the faults on the
electrical system will not impact the heat output of EHs. As
shown in Fig.8 (b), the frequency can also be restored to the
reference value after electricity loads change.

As demonstrated in the case, the DADC can partially
eliminate the impact of the fault on the electrical system.
However, the proposed DADC can only allow available EHs
to compensate loads, but not allow the unavailable EH cor-
responding to the fault line to recover to satisfy the loads.
So the EHs may not satisfy the loads and the parameters may
vary considerably from the reference value when several power
lines or the power line which connects with a large capacity
EH break.

E. Case 5

The uncertainties of renewable energy and loads are all
considered in the case. To resolve the impact of the renewable
energy uncertainty, the EH will change the nominal electricity
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output power according to the changes of renewable energy
supply. Based on the equations (15)-(17), the electricity output
of EH will respond to the changes of renewable energy
supply to avid the overload of EH. The proposed DADC can
accurately share the loads power and restore the deviations
of parameters without knowing the load profiles in advance.
Therefore, the control goals can still be achieved by utilizing
the proposed method under severe loads uncertainties. Since
thermal loads are stable in practice, the power load fluctuates
sharply in a short time in the scenario under severe uncer-
tainties to show the performance of the proposed method. In
this case, the renewable energy supply of EH 1 decrease by
550kW at 300s. The electricity loads increase by 210kW at
300s. After the increasing, the electricity loads decrease by
360kW and 390kW at 300.2s and 300.3s, respectively. The
parameters in the case are the same as other cases.

Fig. 9 shows the effectiveness of the proposed DADC under
severe uncertainties. The nominal electricity output power of
hub 1 is changed after 300s. The power sharing can be realized
based on the ratio of capacities after change and the outputs
of EHs can be adjusted to follow the fluctuations of the
load as shown in Fig. 9 (a). Fig. 9 (b) depicts that the EHs
can still restore the deviations of parameters by utilizing the
proposed DADC. The case shows that the DADC can reach
the goal under severe uncertainties. Moreover, the actual load
fluctuations are not as wild as in the case. So the proposed
DADC can handle severe uncertainties to reach the control
objectives as the case expressed.

F. Case 6

In this case, the performance of DADC under a more
realistic scenario is tested. The parameters in the case are the
same as other cases. The thermal loads decrease by 280kW
during 12s and the electricity loads decrease by 630kW during
0.2s at 300s.

As denoted in Fig. 10, the electricity and thermal loads are
proportionally shared and the system parameters are restored
by utilizing the proposed DADC in a more realistic scenario.
The electricity outputs need more time to be stabilized com-
pared with case 1 due to the use of steps to perturb the system
in case 1. The outputs of EHs need to be tuned consistently
until the load stops changing. Compared with case 1, the
changes in the heat outputs of EHs and the pressure are very
slight and the stabilization time for heat outputs is not changed
since the regulating speed of heat supply network is slow. Also,
the stabilization time for heat outputs is much longer than the
load change time.

G. Case 7

The performance of the DADC with communication delays
is shown in the case. The parameters in the case are the
same as case 1. Fig. 11 shows the operation of EHs with the
100ms communication delays and the operation of EHs with
the 300ms communication delays is shown in Fig. 12.

As shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, the heat outputs of
EHs are not influenced by the communication delays since
the regulation speed of heat network is slow. The EHs can
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Fig. 12. The operation of EHs with the 300ms communication delays.
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Fig. 13. The simulation diagram of case 8.

achieve the control objectives with the 100ms communication
delays. However, with the 300ms communication delays, the
restoration of frequency cannot be realized and the electricity
outputs of EHs begin to fluctuate.

H. Case 8

This case is presented to show the energy-coupling of the
EI. In this case, the thermal loads decrease by 440kW at 300s.
The parameters in the case are the same as other cases. The
inputs of EHs during the operation in the case are shown in
Fig. 13. Part 1 shows the inputs of EHs when electricity loads
and thermal loads change simultaneously. The inputs of EHs
with only thermal loads changes are shown in part 2.

As shown in the part 1 of Fig. 13, EH will immediately
obtain the energy from energy sources to meet the power load
demand changes by the control of outputs. After that, CHP,
boiler and furnace start to be regulated based on the control of
inner devices. The inputs of EH are also adjusted to meet the
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Fig. 15. The results of a real test.

requirements of internal control and the demands of electricity
and heat. In this way, the changes of electricity output and heat
output will not affect each other, and avoid the influence of
the system. Thermal loads change can cause both electricity
and gas inputs change as shown in part 2, which expressed the
energy is coupled in EI. It is observed that the DADC decide
the operation of the EH and resolve the energy-coupling issue.

IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

A scaled-down networked integrated energy system is
shown in Fig. 14. Based on the integrated energy system,
a real test is proposed to verify the proposed method. The
integrated energy system is consisted by three parts: energy
supply, energy conversion and delivery, energy demand. There
are two solid state transformers (SST) and two boilers in the
system. The SST 1 consists of 9kW PV arrays and 5kW wind
turbines, while the SST 2 consists of 7kW PV arrays. The
capacity of boiler 1 is 30 kW and the capacity of boiler 2 is
10 kW. The electricity loads that switch between “light” and
“heavy” condition are considered for the system. The light load
is 12kW and the heavy load is 18kW. Two labs are utilized as
thermal loads, while the areas of the two labs are 72 square
meters and 33 square meters respectively. The reference values
of frequency and pressure are 50Hz and 235kPa, respectively.

Fig. 15 shows the results of the test. The outputs of SSTs
are denoted in Fig. 15 (a) (scales: 2kW/div, 0.2s/div) and the
changes of the frequency are depicted in Fig. 15 (b) (scales:
0.05Hz/div, 0.2s/div). Since the heat outputs regulates slowly,
the data of boilers is recorded every 5s. The output power and
pressure of boilers are shown in Fig. 15 (c) and Fig. 15 (d)
based on the data. As observed, power sharing and parameters
restoration are realized by utilizing the proposed DADC in the
test.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed an DADC that employs both consensus
algorithm and IEIP. An architecture of multi-agent system
for the EI has been formulated. The deducing process of
consensus-based control of EH outputs has been investigated.
The control of outputs enables EHs accurately share the loads
power without knowing the information of the line resistances
which is hard to know. Furthermore, the proposed control
strategy realizes the restoration of frequency and average
pressure to recover the changing of system parameters induced
by the droop action. The control of component elements has
been represented to minimize the energy consumption. The
DADC has been tested on the EI with three hubs. Three case
studies have shown that the DADC can achieve the propor-
tional allocation of the outputs and recover the deviations of
the parameters. Meanwhile, the consequences of cases also
denoted the effectiveness of the control for inner deceives.

However, the communication environment may influence
the effectiveness of the DADC. Different situations such
as network attack, communication failure, noise and other
problems have different solutions. The research focuses of this
paper are how to achieve the control objectives by using the
network characteristics of different energy networks and how
to handle the energy-coupling characteristic. The performance
of the cooperative control in EI with the influence of commu-
nication will be put in focus by authors later.
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